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"Ken" Ryan Goes To China

Millard Kenneth Ryan, Jr., a member of the class which graduated from the Lowell Textile Institute in 1924, has accepted a position with the Shanghai International Textile Institute. For the next four years he will be stationed in Shanghai. Mr. Ryan is well known in Lowell as he was president in many of the student activities, particularly the annual show, and was also active during the fall of the year when he was a student in Lowell.

Mr. Ryan, known to many Lowell boys, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Ryan, of the Charles H. Ryan Textile baseball team of 1924 and prominent in various class and athletic activities. He was a member of the Retina Club of the Textile Institute and the local section of the Chi Psi Fraternity, and is now a member of the American Society of Textile Materials.

Charles J. Ryan, well known in textile circles, has been honored by being chosen to direct and head the alumni association of the Lowell Textile Institute, second to the association of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, for the next two years, he will be stationed in Shanghai.

"Study of the silks of Kueenan in the rolling out of cotton goods.


Kennedy, Harry, "Scarcity of supply of raw cotton."

Koehler, Walter C., "Effects of the treatment of cotton."

Loeb, Bernard, "The effect of the treatment of the materials."

Meadows, Philip, "Study of the evolution of the Mohawk Valley."

Benson, John P., "A study of the works of art."

Kellenberger, Clayton C., "Investigation of the chemical composition of the body of the American."
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EDITORIAL NOTES

From the experience of certain students who for the past few years have been observing conditions under which the student labo-
ors, it has been proven to their satisfaction that there is room for
improvement in regard to the system of marking up. I refer especi-
ally to the taking of notes in classes. I have no text books.
A student of ordinary ability cannot take notes rapidly and at the
same time reason out each step. There are certain subjects which
call for the student’s power of reasoning to a great extent. This
cannot be done when his attention is occupied with getting on
the paper the ideas advanced by the instructor. The result of all this is
that either the student gets a good set of notes without understand-
ing them properly, or he may listen to the lecture and digest it
thoroughly but not get a good set of notes. If the latter type of stu-
dent obtained notes from someone else, it is quite evident that he
would be at an advantage, for he would both have the notes and
understand them. Why not then have lecture notes written in book
form?

Some of the faculty might say that they like to change or enlarge
upon their notes from year to year. This could easily be done by
printing only on one side of the page, and leaving the other side
blank to be used for further notes. With a system such as this, at-
dents could give their undivided attention to the lecture.

Printed notes have the following advantages:
1. The student’s power of reasoning is developed.
2. More ground can be covered and more thoroughly.
3. More time will be available for home study.
4. Time will be available for recitations.
5. When the subject is completed, the student will have a com-
plete set of notes.

CAMERON BROS.

Wholesale and Retail Confectioners. Fountain Supplies
Agents for Schrafft’s Necco and Numerous Other Brands of
High Grade Chocolates

167 MIDDLESEX STREET

for over 50 years the leader in

Plumbing
Heating
Mill Piping
Supplies

HOBSON & LAWLER CO.

1817 MOOLE STREET

THE GENTLE SEX

It was quite an entertaining little play, but one man, to always happen
on the first night, started to his
crowd, "Avery, London.

Immediately the other galleries
plus up and shouted, "Affirmative!"

Then the audience stood up in the
hallway below and cried excited.

Oh please, don’t throw votes this way
the kill me when he is!

WHAT COLOR

attitudines in a gaslighted sitting
in the city were almost ex-
plained the other day when a young
man in a new car ncar in and
asked what color gasoline they sold. The attendant told her the
two colors that they dispensed and
then waited expectantly.

"Oh, she enquired with a little shake of her head, "I’m trying to buy some that will match the car. Do you know which one of these is called the color of this car?"—Spalding Union.

TEXTILE INSTITUTE

DESIGNING PREPARATORY WEAVING FINISHING SELLING

Where do you hope to fit in this picture?

If in DESIGNING you hope to create novel ideas requiring textile LOOMS.

PREPARATORY work must be handled with the knowledge that the modern auto-
matic high speed LOOMS require better work and skill.

WEAVING is the most vital part of manufacturing textiles and thus requires the constant study of how to construct different types of textiles and understandings of SOPANSONS to produce the maximum of quality goods most economically.

FINISHING depends marked goods due to larger adjustment of LOOMS.

Finishing involves a knowledge of the various types of finishes. It requires a trained and skilled finishing man who can adjust the entire finishing to the exact specifications of the finished goods.

WEAVING AND FINISHING are essential to the successful operation of the weaving industry and are closely related to each other.

Cromwell & Knowles Loom Works

WORCESTER, MASS.


Paton, N. J.

TEXTILE INSTITUTE
AUGUST 1933
ALUMNI NEWS

Textile Situation Improving

Babson Warns Against Over-Production

BABBON PARIS, Florida—"The tide is noticeably rising in the textile industry and indications are that the rapidly rising demand for textiles will soon force the production of raw cotton to an all-time high." This was the opinion expressed by Dr. C. C. Babson, noted economist and author of many books on business conditions, in an address delivered at the annual meeting of the American Textile Manufacturers' Association, in New York City, on June 5.

"It will be very gratifying to their customers to see the American manufacturer in a position to supply the market with goods of the best quality at a competitive price. However, if the government continues to support the high prices for raw cotton, it may result in a depression of the textile industry. There have been many changes in the market conditions, and it is not easy to predict the future course of events."

The trend of the textile industry is such that it is necessary to exercise caution in over-expansion. The supply of raw cotton is limited, and the demand is rising, which is causing a considerable increase in the price of raw cotton. The situation is similar to that which existed during the period of the Great Depression, when the price of raw cotton rose to an all-time high."

In spite of the high prices for raw cotton, the demand for textiles is increasing, which is causing a considerable increase in the price of raw cotton. The situation is similar to that which existed during the period of the Great Depression, when the price of raw cotton rose to an all-time high."

In conclusion, Dr. Babson emphasized the importance of the textile industry to the American economy. He stated that the textile industry is a vital sector of the economy, and it is essential that the industry be managed wisely in order to maintain its prosperity. He urged the textile manufacturers to be cautious in their expansion plans and to be prepared to meet any future challenges.
Soap From Coal

Representation of the luminous coal industry from twenty million board chewing reports at their recent international conference at Pittsburgh, America, British and German technicians confidently told them that our future industry will regard coal as fuel but not as a source of the world's most valuable chemical products.

The most important of the transformations which science is rendering to work upon coal is to make it into synthetic gasoline. Germany is already doing so with success and next year plans to produce from coal and benzole 36,000 tons of automobile fuel. But if this development continues, the industry is no matter. The luminous coal operators were also told that good measures the incentive can use better products to make almost anything from paraffin wax to perfume, from flour dye to soap.

It is a disheartening day for those who view with alarm the exhaustion of the world's oil supplies when science demonstrates that the industrialization of the process for converting coal into oil is perfectly practicable. We might as well admit that there is no product which the chemist, if pushed hard enough, cannot manufacture in his laboratories. Ammonia oil and soap and perfume from coal, and perhaps out of some new star or a ray out of the sun, would seem to be mere child's play.

Maybe the audience would be grateful if I stepped to the footlights some night and voiced the above protest about the 'coughing chorus,' down in front.

But that wouldn't be kind and it wouldn't be just. The cougher doesn't cough in public on purpose. He can't help it. It embarrasses him as much as it annoys his neighbors.

"Want he needs, to avoid that throat tickle, is an introduction to OLD GOLDS."

(Signed)

Eugene Canty

COINCE CANTY

Former American consul serving in the foreign area pre-

How not a cough in earload?

On Old Gold cigarettes are blended from flaxseed and others, the finest of the finest, selected for allergies and responses, from the heart of the tobacco plant. Used and mellowed extra long in a temperature of brisk July sunshine to assure that honey-like smoothness.

The old boys... Old Gold Face Whitman... Paul Whitman, King of Jazz, and his capable orchestra, broadcast the Old Gold 'n' Honey band hourly from 8 to 9 on W. J. Anderson's New York, over all networks of colossus broadcast stations.

Let's have a chocolate... light an Old Gold... and enjoy both!
DRAUGHTING TOOLS AT THE THOMPSON HARDWARE CO.
204 MERRIMACK STREET

TEXTILE CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY
SALE FEBRUARY 11-22
Pipes and Smoking Accessories
10% Reduction

NATIONAL SILK DYEING COMPANY
5 COLT STREET PATERSON, N. J.

Skein & Piece Dyers Finishing & Printers

NEW YORK SALES-ROOM, 102 MADISON AVE.

WORKS

CANADIAN BRANCH
Dominion Silk Dyeing and Finishing Company, Limited
Drummondville, P. Q. Canada
SIGMA OMEGA PSI

FRATERNITIES

PHI PSI NOTES

The brothers have been given a new in ten days. They are on the lookout for a new in the fraternity and the pleasant week with the exception of Saturday evening.

During the "vacation," the worst of the weather is here in order, and while some of the participants suffered both in their clothes and personal health, there were others who had had some experience, and they made it up in the show displayed.

They say that pillars will drive away the "bu.

Ed Welch has been burning a truck for the past month. He was arrested with the fastest foot of the four fellows who run for the Lowell K. of C. in the Boston Garden. They retain the championship of the Massachusetts K. of C.

Mr. Stanley has recently bought all tills with Haviland and takes his place in the most able men, as the " resides and is at present. Mr. Stanley has been shown to a great number.

The do-it-yourselfer has his eye on the last word. He has a big idea and quite a plan. He is to have a house in the city. He does not know what to do with his money.

Tobacco juice has made its appearance on the next page. It is a little hard to explain in detail.

The annual pilgrimage to the health plagues with the "Good Neighbor"—he whose nose was pulled.

All are on the lookout for the last word. They are on the lookout for the last word.

This is the season of the year when Father gives up all hope of any attention towards a man, because some of the prominent people begin to look at the other members of the family (Louisville Times).

Newport controls all the processes from mining the coal to the finished intermediate and dvestuff.

Newport qualities are of the highest.

Newport var colors (Anthrene) are America's standard of excellence.

 Watt The brothers are putting in a thorough week taking care of the "do-it-yourselfer" has his eye on the last word. He has a big idea and quite a plan. He is to have a house in the city.

What a hockey team we could make up if fellows here at the frat house. Kick the ball and make the old "bouse" draw. The back-rc you build is not of the same kind. We have been working on the latest foot of the four fellows who run for the Lowell K. of C. in the Boston Garden. They retain the championship of the Massachusetts K. of C.

Mr. Stanley has recently bought all tills with Haviland and takes his place in the most able men, as the " resides and is at present. Mr. Stanley has been shown to a great number.

The do-it-yourselfer has his eye on the last word. He has a big idea and quite a plan. He is to have a house in the city. He does not know what to do with his money.

Tobacco juice has made its appearance on the next page. It is a little hard to explain in detail.

The annual pilgrimage to the health plagues with the "Good Neighbor"—he whose nose was pulled.

All are on the lookout for the last word. They are on the lookout for the last word.

This is the season of the year when Father gives up all hope of any attention towards a man, because some of the prominent people begin to look at the other members of the family (Louisville Times).

Newport controls all the processes from mining the coal to the finished intermediate and dvestuff.

Newport qualities are of the highest.

Newport var colors (Anthrene) are America's standard of excellence.